Healthcare Executive
Survey on Hispanic Health
A survey of healthcare executives on the
challenges, opportunities and strategies
surrounding Hispanic healthcare.

In just under 15 years, the U.S. Hispanic population has grown from a group of 35.7
million to 55.4 million people. Under the Affordable Care Act, more than 10 million
Hispanic-Americans are eligible to gain health insurance coverage. For healthcare
organizations across the country, the Hispanic population represents a huge
opportunity for community engagement, population health management and financial
success—an opportunity that, undoubtedly, comes with its share of challenges.
How is the U.S. healthcare industry currently approaching the Hispanic opportunity?
How are healthcare organizations strategizing, preparing and adjusting to population
shifts in their service areas? In this survey, conducted in June 2015, healthcare
executives across the country answered those questions and more to provide insight
into how today’s industry is addressing an important consumer group in healthcare.
Note: When breaking out data regionally, the “Big 3” states each count as their own region—California,
Florida, Texas; a second tier of states with Hispanic populations over 1 million are grouped together—
Arizona, Colorado, D.C., Illinois, New Jersey, New York; and the remaining states with fewer than 1 million
in Hispanic populations represent a third tier.
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Challenges

.

Every consumer group comes with opportunities and
challenges, and Hispanic populations are no different.
But when asking healthcare executives about their
organizations’ top challenges in providing services to
Hispanic populations, the top answer was surprising:
49% of total respondents cited the language barrier.
In a time when multiculturalism is more prevalent
than ever, and resources for translation are ample,
this is a surprising “top” challenge as it seems mostly
manageable. Nonetheless, it ranks on top of other more
complex challenges, such as hiring culturally competent
staff (40%), the cost of healthcare (39%) and building
relationships with the community (34%).

Breaking down top challenges by region, the outlooks
begin to vary. In California, the cost of healthcare is the
top challenge (46%), followed by access (42%). In Tier
2 states—those with Hispanic populations of 1 million or
more—the top challenge is hiring culturally competent
staff (47%), followed by the language barrier (37%).
Both Texas and Tier 3 states—those with Hispanic
populations of 1 million or fewer—are challenged most
by the language barrier. Other challenges for healthcare
organizations include reaching Hispanic consumers
and building trust, retention and engagement. Very few
survey respondents are unsure about the challenges
their organizations face when providing services to
Hispanic populations, indicating these obstacles are
real and impactful.

In your opinion, what are the top 3 challenges for
your organization when providing services to the
Hispanic population? Multiple responses permitted.
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Knowledge

What do healthcare organizations and their executives
know about providing services to a Hispanic population?
What knowledge are they basing strategic decisions on?
Arguably, organizations can only make strategic
decisions if they know the makeup of their customer
base. A majority of healthcare organizations measure the
demographic makeup and movements in their service
areas according to this survey (66%), but a sizeable
percentage (44%) do not, or don’t know whether they
measure. Most of those who measure the demographic
makeup and movements do so annually (27%) or every
two to five years (22%). [Figure 2]

Another piece of knowledge is understanding the
financial impact of a Hispanic patient population.
More than 3 in 5 health executives surveyed have
not evaluated the financial opportunity of Hispanic
healthcare, or don’t know whether their organization has
conducted such an evaluation—an indication that most
are not preparing for or focusing on this area, despite
it being a priority for 49% of organizations (see Figure
6). This lack of financial evaluation is more extreme in
Tier 3 states—those with a Hispanic population of 1
million or fewer—where 73% have not evaluated the
opportunity. Of those who have evaluated the financial
opportunity, the most popular reasons are for payer mix
and increased revenue opportunities. [Figure 3]

How Often Healthcare Organizations Measure Demographic Shifts
27% — Annually
22% — Every 2-5 years
20% — Don’t know
13% — We do not measure demographic movements
7% — Bi-annually
6% — More often than biannually
4% — Less often than biannually
Figure 2
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Knowledge (cont.)

Hispanics have different degrees of health risks than
other populations. For instance, they under-index for
heart disease by 35% and cancer by 49%, and have a
lower death rate overall. But they over-index for obesity
by 23% and poorly controlled high blood pressure
by 24%.1 When healthcare executives were asked
whether they or their organization knew the specific
health conditions that Hispanics over or under index for,
only 37% said “yes.” That “yes” group grew in states
with Hispanic populations of over 1 million—California
(47%), Texas (45%), Florida (39%) and Tier 2 states
(46%)—whereas in Tier 3 states, only 28% said “yes.”

Based on these results, it’s a bit confounding how health
executives answered another question in the survey:
“How well does your organizations services reflect the
health conditions of the Hispanic population?” Almost
3 in 4 executives, or 74%, said their organizations’
services adequately reflect the health conditions of
Hispanics—a drastic departure from the 64% who
said they don’t even know, or are unsure about, the
health conditions of Hispanics. This indicates a clear
disconnect between executives’ knowledge and their
readiness to adapt their organizations to the Hispanic’s
populations needs. [Figures 4, 5]

Has Your Organization Evaluated the Financial
Opportunity of Hispanic Healthcare?
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Multiple responses permitted.
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1 The Centers for Disease Control
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Is Hispanic healthcare a business priority?

Strategies

Unsure/Don’t know

Yes
26%

Healthcare organizations may not have all the
knowledge they need to rightfully enter and embrace
the Hispanic market, but about half of them want to:
36% of survey respondents said increased access to
the Hispanic population is a business priority for their
organization, and 13% say it will be in the next 12 to 24
months. The other half of respondents are split: 26% are
unsure whether reaching Hispanics is a business priority,
and 26% say it is not a priority in the next 12-24 months.
The “yes” group is bigger in regions with larger Hispanic
populations, and smaller in Tier 3 states. [Figure 6]
Only half of respondents identify Hispanic healthcare as
a business priority, but far more (84%) are taking steps
to make their services more accessible for the Hispanic
population. Only 9% report they haven’t taken any
steps. Even though the language barrier is the biggest
challenge for healthcare organizations, 66% have hired
bilingual clinical and support staff for their organizations.
Other popular steps include additional signage and
marketing (44%), culturally inclusive policies (39%)
and exhibiting cultural competency (36%). Only 28%
report having a bilingual portal and 18% have Hispanics
represented on their leadership team. [Figure 7]
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36%

13%

No, and it is not a priority
in the next 12-24 months

No, but it is a priority for
the next 12-24 months

Figure 6

How Healthcare Organizations Are
Opening Their Doors to Hispanics
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Figure 7
Which of the following steps has your organization
taken to make services more accessible for the
Hispanic population? Multiple responses permitted.
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Respondents by Organization

About the Survey

Medical Clinics/Groups & Nursing
Homes (Academic Medical Center,
Ambulatory Surgery Center, Medical
Group/Clinic, Nursing Homes)

Respondents by Title
Other
(i.e., Board Member,
Consultant, Attorney)

Case Management
(Risk Manager, Compliance Officer,
Director of Quality/Managed Care)

10%
General Administration
(Director or Planning &
Development, V.P./Director of
Marketing, Public Relations,
HR, Facilities, Engineering)

Clinical Management
(CMO, CMIO, V.P./Director of
Medical Affairs, Chief of Staff, Chief
Pharmacist, Chief Nursing Officer,
Director of Health Services)

16%

80%
Hospital (Children’s, General/Acute,
Rehabilitattion, Women’s/Maternity,
Behavioral/Psychiatric, Specialty,
Multi Hospital System,
Long Term Care)

Operations
Management
(COO, Exec. V.P.,
Business Manager,
Assistant Administrator)

8%
custommedia
2%

Financial Management
(CFO, V.P./Director of
Finance, Controller)

custommedia

Information Management
(CIO, IS Manager, V.P. of MIS, CTO, Medical
Records Admin.)

About North Highland
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(CEO, President, Administrator)
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2% 4%
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Payers (HMO, PPO,
Managed Care)

custommediaRespondents by Geography
All other states — 223

custommedia

CA — 57

TX — 47
FL — 36

custommedia

custommedia

custommedia

custommedia

custommedia
North Highland is a global management consulting firm
that delivers unique value, big ideas and strategic business
capabilities to drive digital, clinical, organizational, and
financial transformation for its healthcare clients. The firm
solves complex business problems for some of the nation’s
leading healthcare payers and providers, among a variety
of Fortune 500 clients, through an integrated approach and
offers specialty services via its Data and Analytics, Managed
Services, and Sparks Grove divisions. North Highland is an
employee-owned firm that has been named as a “Best
Firm to Work For” every year since 2007 by Consulting
Magazine. The firm is a member of Cordence Worldwide
(www.cordenceworldwide.com), a global management
consulting alliance. For more information, visit
northhighland.com and connect with us on LinkedIn,
Twitter and Facebook.

custommedia

IL, NY, AZ, NJ, CO, D.C. — 109

About Modern Healthcare Custom Media

custommedia
Modern Healthcare Custom Media’s
(www.modernhealthcare.com) dedicated team of writers and
researchers develops custom content solutions designed to
educate and engage readers. These custom content solutions
provide in-depth information on a specific trend, topic or
solution that is top-of-mind for healthcare executives.

custommedia

About the Survey
This briefing summarizes the results of a custom research survey conducted by Modern Healthcare Custom Media on behalf
of North Highland. The purpose of the research is to gauge how healthcare organizations are approaching the opportunity of
Hispanic healthcare. Invitations to participate in a web-based survey were sent via email to 15,000 healthcare executives in June
2015. As an incentive to complete the survey, respondents were offered the chance to win a $500 gift card.
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